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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
The liquor industry in the United States repre-
sents a dynamic force in the economic progress of the na-
tion. It has been a profitable industry for most of its 
economic life and large fortunes have been lost and made a-
gain with remarkable ease. The industry has vibrated with 
the economic pulse of the country and since the days of pro-
hibition it has grown and matured in these years of pros-
perity. Despite the annual cry of the temperance leagues 
the industry enjoys wide consumer and public acceptance and 
as prosperity and good times prevail so the liquor industry 
can look forward to increased revenues and profits. And yet 
the excellent profits shown by two of the larger companies 
in the last ten years cannot be solely attributed to the 
prosperity of the era but were largely engineered by two 
forces behind these large corporations, Mr. Rosenstiel of 
Schenley Industries and Mr. Bronfman of Distillers Corpora-
tion-Seagrams Limited. The importance of sound management 
is keenly demonstrated by these two men in the profit and 
loss statements of their companies. Thus as a stable indus-
try with outstanding equities it assumes importance to a 
discriminating buyer of securities. Will the industry's 
earnings continue or specifically will Schenley Industries 
and Distillers Limited be a sound investment? The text of 
my thesis, (A FINANCIAL SURVEY OF DISTILLERS CORPORATION 
SEAGRAMS LI. I'lED D SCHENlEY NDU8TRIES) 1 will endeavor to 
eatabl1ah that i'act,it NUmerous a:rt1clea have been written a-
bout t e liquor industry but none to nry nowledge hav at• 
tempted to Bbow tne ool'Jiplete picture ot the many problems 
'' . .. 
rao1ng tpe industry. orld at.fa1ra .have changed ao drasti-
cally ao what previoualJ aa a free enterprise 1s l'lOW faced 
,I ' . :·· ' , , 
with goYernment regulation. ar or a d~astic rearmament 
' . ' . . ... 
prog~ m&J o~tai.l •hiakey man~tacture and then preY1oua 
1'orecaeta m&J fall to the wlndae The subject 1a tlmel7 and 
!tillY assume great lmportano~ ~o a aucceaetul aecurlt7 buyer. 
Tb.e method .ot approach ·. •111 be largely through 
bibliographical material. InYeatment su.rYeys will be em-
ployed tor stat1at1cal da·ta. Whel'e pose1ble 1 personal in• 
terview or q\leat1onna1ree will be used. 
CHAPTER I HISTORY .Qf DISTILLATION 
Long before the begimdhg of recorded history, man 
discovered ' the natural wonder of .fermentation. ithout try-
1ng to diaooYer how the juice of !'i'Uita and berries could 
w1 thin a tew . hour's take on lite not present tn the treah 
. . . juice, he grea ttull1 . ascribed the g1tt to one of hie moat 
ta•ored Goda. · tor thousands o£ years the d1Y1ne or1gtn ot 
alcohol was Celebtat~ amons oiY1l1aed aa well as prtm1t1Ye 
. . . 
people. · 'l'h• EQpt1ana belieYed that Os1r1a, great God of 
. . . 
the UnderWorld ana. judge ot the dead, was alao th.e God of 1-
coholio beyeragea. There eYen 1e a legend that he taught 
the Egyptiana the art ot d1at1llat1on. The Greeks worship• 
. . 
ped D10DJ'&Us1 the god of d~ and wine, the Romana h1e 
counterpart Bacchus. In H1ndulam. Varuila 1a the God ot all 
the arts and tbe p-. tron o.f drinking. The law ot fermenta-
tion then 1a one of the basic lawa of human deYelopment. 
Somewhere within comparatively recent ttmea, a 
curious man learned how to separate from the wine the mya-
terioua substance t.hat gave it lite. o one kn01ra wbo that 
man · w s or·· what his countey ot origin waa. aome aay tba t 
he waa Ohlzle·ae 1 other a that he l1Ye4 1n I l\Q1a and : distilled 
alcohol trom palm aap. ny author1t1ea bel1eTe tbat 1t was 
the lirab.~'-"na who were t1rst to <11acoTer the . a4!tcret ot d1a• 
t1llat1on but 1t aeema more probable. that they learned 1t 
trom the Egyptians who had been interested 1n alche~ since 
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before the birth of Christ. We know for certain that dis-
tillation was not known in Europe until about the 13th cen-
tury. The first recorded record of distillation was written 
by a French chemist, Arnold of Villanova, about 1311, and 
this treatise was printed in Venice in 1478, one of the 
earliest printed books. 
Throughout Europe before the 16th century distilled 
spirits (mainly a crude brandy) were used ~medicine, and 
the secret of their manufacture was jealously guarded by the 
alchemist, many of whom were members of religious orders. 
Only in Ireland and Scotland were the distillates accepted 
as beverages and these spirits which were usually made from 
malt had a harsh raw taste and acrid smell. Usquebaugh, the 
Celtic form of whiskey, was actually a cordial, made with 
aniseed, cloves, nutmeg, ginger, caraway seeds, raisins, 
sugar and saffron. 
The rise of popularity of spirits in Europe after 
the 16th century may be traced through court records. Some 
regulations regarding alcoholic beverages were intended to 
protect the consumer against inferior and spoiled materials 
and adulterated finished products or to limit production in 
years of poor harvest, but in the main, governments were 
more interested in the revenue to be derived from the pro-
duct. In 1556 the British government imposed the death pen-
alty for all distillation in Ireland except for the noble 
class. The purpose of the law was conceded to be the saving 
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of grain for food but as in the present day it encouraged 
illicit distilling. The first tax on distilled spirits was 
levied during the Great Rebellion when the Parliamentary 
Government demanded eightpence a gallon for spirits dis-
tilled in England and Wales. On December 25, 1661 after 
the Restoration, a duty of fourpence a gallon was put on 
aqua vitae and a few years later Charles I I lowered the tax 
to twopence a gallon. From that time to the present the tax 
has been increased both in Europe and in America and today 
it represents a substantial increment to public revenues. 
The subsequent history of liquor taxation has been 
as nefarious as the lawmakers and the evaders, regardless of 
each others interests, could make it. On the one hand gov-
ernments laid an unduly harsh tax burden on the beverage 
simply because it was popular and easily taxed; while on the 
other hand dishonest men have evaded their obligations and 
have brought the industry to disrepute. Many honest men too, 
have resisted what they believed to be unjust taxation,while 
in some instances dry interests have attempted to tax the 
liquor industry out of existence. Smuggling in the Scotch 
Highlands, moonshining in America, The Whiskey Rebellion, 
bribery of tax officials, political corruption and the im-
provement of equipment so that it would produce more than the 
convential amount upon which the tax was based, were all part 
of the sordid history of taxation. In spite of the attempts 
made on the life of the industry, it prospered. As early as 
16941 fewer than 6 million people consumed about 900 1 000 
gallons of spirits and in 1743, 6 1 200,000 people consumed 
5 million gallons or leas than a gallon per person. Re-
strictions decreased legal production and increased illegal 
production until the ratio was 3 to 4 times legal produc-
tion. Between 1811 and 1813 as many as 20,000 illicit dis-
~~ tilleries were destroyed in England and aa was the case of 
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other regulated groups, many vigorous young distillers find-
ing they could no longer make a living under British law and 
resenting the harsh restrictions emigrated to America. 
The early history of distillation in this country 
is undocumented as was the case elsewhere. No one knows who 
made the first rum, an important product in New England in 
the colonial days, or who made the first rye or bourbon. We 
do know that spirits were distilled on Staten Island in 1640 
"* by Willem Kieft; Director General of the Dutch Colony of New 
Netherland. The first liquor tax in this country was im-
posed by this governor, two guilder on each half vat of beer. 
History records that George Washington was not only the 
father of his country but also of the rye whiskey industry. 
The history of rum in the early colonial period al-
so tells the history of the time. Due to the rigors of the 
American climate, rum was found to be a more invigorating 
* 3, p.9 
*~} 4, p.9 
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drink than the regular whiskey. Rum was easily made from 
molasses brought from the West Indies and the New England 
distillers and ship owners soon established a profitable 
trade. The famous three cornered trade soon became estab-
lished i.e. New England ships picked up the molasses and car-
ried it to American ports and took upon cargoes of rum which 
were shipped to Africa in exchange for slaves. Meanwhile 
rum had become tremendously popular in the colonies~ By 
1750 there were 63 distilleries in Massachusetts and the 
city of Newport, R. I. had 30 distilleries. 
In 1733 the British Parliament passed the first 
Molasses Act which stipulated that only molasses from the 
British West Indies could be imported tax free. The outraged 
protest led to the organized defiance of the later Stamp Act 
and Townshend Acta previous to the Revolution. Many highly 
respected citizens were among those associated with rum smug-
gling, namely John Hancock, Samuel Adams and Peter Faneuil. 
In 1808, after slave trading with Africa was abolished the 
rum industry slowly declined in popularity mainly because 
rum was not a native drink since its raw materials had to be 
imported. Whiskey, made from rye or corn which was abundant 
in America had greater claim as a national drink. Even Wash-
ington established a distillery at Mt. Vernon and soon ac-
quired an excellent reputation for fine whiskey. vv.hiskey in 
those times had a ubiquity all its own; it was good for snake 
bite, protection against the cold, a vehicle of fellowship, 
10 
and it was also a medium of exchange 1iihat could be traded at 
the rate of 50% a gallon for iron at the rate of 15¢ a pound 
* or for salt at $5.00 a bushel. 
The Whiskey Rebellion also demonstrates the early 
colonists dislike for taxes, whether they be British or 
American. In Washington's presidency his Secretary of the 
Treasury, Alexander Hamilton, imposed an excise tax on whia-
key. Revolt against what they thought to be discrimination 
fermented in Pennsylvania and Virginia. Finally, under Gen-
eral Henry Lee, with Washington and Hamilton accompanying, 
15 1 000 militiamen marched on the insurgents. When they got 
to the rebellious counties, the insurrection collapsed and 
the leaders had disappeared. The great Wniskey Rebellion 
had been put down at a coat of li mill ion dollars and the 
prestige of the federal government was saved. One result of 
the rebellion was the rise of Kentucky as the greatest whis-
key producing state in the Union. Many of the disgruntled 
Pennsylvania distillers fearing they would never be free of 
government interference packed their stills and household 
good s and moved to Kentucky in search of independence. 
The method of making whiskey in early Kentucky was 
similar to that used in Scotland and I reland for hundreds of 
years and is still used by small distillers. Grain, perhaps 
80 pounds of corn and 10 pounds of rye was ground and the 
* 4, p.l3 
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meal was scalded in tubs with a slight agitation. The mix-
ture was left overnight to cool and sour and ten pounds of 
malt was added. After 72 to 96 hours of fermentation the 
beer was poured into a copper still and boiled over a hick-
ory fire. The product was redistilled and called "Double 
Distilled Copper Sour Mash Bourbon." Kentucky whiskey soon 
became famous all over the country for its superior quality 
attributed by many to the limestone water and Kentucky yeast 
germs. 
Family names had always been important in Kentucky 
and soon they became associated with distinctive whiskeys. 
James Crow, a Scotch surgeon, started to make whiskey about 
1823 and insisted upon sanitation which was little thought 
of by many of the distilleries. Oscar Pepper was Grow's 
partner and the saying, "Born with the Republic," appears on 
the label. Names like Beam, Broon, Thompson and Bernheim 
were associated with the product that made Kentucky the lead-
er in whiskey production. 
From the early colonial days to the present, the 
distillers have passed through many stages that character-
ized the growth of many industries. From a domestic handi-
craft like weaving and candle making, it passed to a stage of 
a small scale vocation associated with farming and milling, 
and then a family profession abundant with time honored fam-
ily formulae. Thence it appeared as a large scale business, 
greedy and unconcerned with public interest until Prohibi-
tion turned it to a sleeping ghost and from this period of 
obsolescence the industry has matured to a progressive, reg-
ulated and scientific enterprise. The trend of thought of 
the distillers has also progressed wi1;h the time. F'rom the 
days when whiskey was exchanged for other commodities or 
sold to the passerbys, till it was transported over the 
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great waterways of commerce whiskey was almost never uniform 
as to grade or potency. However, a legal decision of 1909 
helped to remove the lack of a standard that had kept the i~ 
dustry speculative and disreputable. The early Internal Rev-
enue order, sponsored by the Kentucky interest, which permit-
ted only straight whiskeys to be labeled as whiskey, was re-
scinded. Whiskey was finally defined as a volitale liquor 
distilled from grain, and standards of identity were estab-
lished. Before this new ruling few brands were nationally 
known because of the lack of incentive to advertise brands 
and ingredients when flagrant exploitation was openly prac-
ticed. Until the passage of The Pure F'oods and Drug Act of 
1906, labels could and did make fantastic claims. Whiskey 
which before was sold by the barrel now appeared in distinc-
tive packages with distinctive brands and labels competing 
with others. Thus appeared the practice of national adver-
tising in the industry. Between 1909 and 1920, when Prohib-
ition began, blended whiskey composed 70% of the whiskey mar-
ket and in 1917 the industry produced 300 million gallons, 
of which 60 million were whiskey. 
13 
The Eighteenth Amendment.to the Constitution of 
the United States -- 1920, Prohibition -- what a startling 
reality this was to a growing industry. In spite of all ef-
forts to enforce the law, consumption of spirits increased 
from 140 to 200 millions of gallons, almost 12% higher per 
capita. In 1930 the director of the Prohibition Enforce-
ment Bureau estimated that the production of the illicit dis-
tilleries was more than 800 million gallons a year. 
However, the renaissance of the distilling indus-
try came in 1933 with the adoption of the Twenty-first 
Amendment, Repeal. Developments in t .he fields of chemistry, 
bacteriolgy, engineering sanitation and general research 
helped the emergence of this slumbering industry. Today the 
beverage distilling industry's plants are the most modern in 
the world; a new emphasis has been placed on industrial and 
public relation. Contributions to science, civic, state and 
national welfare have been notable. The industry has made 
positive contributions to our society both on peace and war. 
Commercial alcohol for ammunition, synthetic rubber, chemi-
cals and other materials were supplied to the war effort by 
many of the leading distillers. A new facet to this complex 
industry has been opened by many distillers in the produc-
tion of such unrelated items as pharmaceuticals such as peni-
cillin, and of enriched live stock foods, dry ice and of al-
cohol as a liquid fuel. 
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CHAPTER II PRODUCTION PROCESSES 
Despite the length of time that has passed since 
the art of ferment~tion and distilling have been known, the 
chemistry of distillation of alcohol still remains the same 
and only techniques and equipment have improved. It was Pas-
teur who was among the first to realize t h e action of bacter-
ia on fermentation. Essentially the process consists of 
breaking down the polysaccaride into carbon dioxide and alco-
hol by fermentation and then distilling the alcohol from the 
other compounds. 
Because the main source of the distillers revenue 
is the sale of bourbon and rye, it is interesting to recount 
the production methods of these two whiskey types. Bourbon 
is made from a mash conta i ning 51% or more corn grain; and 
rye from a mash containing 51% rye grain. Most bourbon mashes 
also contain rye and barley and most rye mashes also contain 
bourbon and malted barley. The selected grain is ground to a 
meal and infused with malt, which is usually a sprouted bar-
ley. The purpose of the malt is to convert the grain starch, 
which is not fermented by the yeast, into a fermentable sugar 
which can be acted upon by the yeast. ~~lting has developed 
into a technical science for the distillers have learned that 
only at a proper degree of sprouting can the malt act upon the 
starches with the maximum degree of efficiency. Accordingly, 
the sprouting malt is developed under wa tchful care until the 
proper length of sprout is developed. and then the germination 
is halted by drying. After malting and the grain starch is 
reduced to dextrose, yeast is added. Yeast is a characteris-
tically fermentative organism producing chiefly alcohol and 
carbon dioxide from sugar. Varieties adapted to each purpose 
are used and are guarded trade secrets of the distillers.Thus 
there are "distillery yeasts," "top yeasts" for beer and 11bot-
* tom yeasts" for beer and wine. Distillery yeasts are the bet-
ter alcohol producers and many strains are cultured in the 
hope of improving the alcohol. Top yeasts produce more foam 
and alcohol for beer. 
After three or four days the action of the yeast is 
completed. The C02 has passed off and is collected, to be 
used for dry ice and other byproducts. The alcohol, the other 
compound remaining from the original sugar left in the mash 
is now ready for distillation. The theory of distillation is 
simple and can be accomplished with either simple , apparatus 
used in the chemical laboratory or with the expensive and 
highly polished equipment used in the distillery. Since both 
alcohol and water become vapors under sufficient heat and 
since there is a 36 degree temperature differential between 
the two vaporizing points, it is a simple matter to separate 
the two. The mixture is accordingly heated so that the alco-
hol vaporizes at 176 degrees F. leaving the majority of the 
~· 2, p.582-585. 
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water which remains in the liquid ~tate until a temperature 
of 212 degrees F. is reached. Virtually all distilling in 
this country is done in the patent still, involving the prin-
ciple of continuous flow - the movement of mash into and dis-
tilled spirits from the still to receiving tanks is continu-
ous. This continuous method is to be contrasted with the 
older pot still method still used in parts of Ireland and 
Scotland. The pot still method has a capacity limited to 
the single deposit of mash deposited in the copper vessel. 
This copper vessel is then heated as in the continuous meth-
od system and the alcohol is vaporized and then condensed in 
the water jacket. The condensed liquor is piped to a receiv-
er and the method is started once again with a new batch of 
mash in the still. 
Whiskey, as it leaves the still is a colorless 
liquid and a far cry from the product as the consumer knows 
it. Standards of identity for the several types of dis-
tilled spirits are defined under the Alcoholic Tax Unit Reg-
ulations. These standards may be considered to compromise a 
legal definition of whiskeys based on traditional manufac-
tur·ing process, many of which are now obsolete in the tech-
nical sense. Thus, "neutral spirits" or "alcohol" are de-
fined as "distilled spirits ·distilled from any material at 
or above 190 proof whether or not such proof is subsequently 
reduced." Whiskey is defined as ''an alcoholic distillate 
from a fermentable mash of grain distilled at less than 190 
18 
proof in such a manner that the distillate possesses the 
taste, aroma, and characteristics generally attributed to 
whiskey and withdrawn from the cistern room of the distill-
ery at not more than 110 degrees and not less that 80 proof, 
whether or not such proof is further reduced prior to bot-
tling to not less than 80 proof; and also includes mixtures 
of the foregoing distillates for wh ich no specific stand-
* ards of identity are prescribed herein.n Without mention-
ing all the definitions of whiskies it is sufficient to say 
that "rye whiskey" and "bourbon whiskey" are whiskies that 
have been distilled at not exceeding 160 proof from a fer-
mented mash of at least 51% of the typical grain, and stored 
in charred new oak containers. The largest type of whiskey 
sold on the present market is the blended whiskey mainly be-
cause war shortages decreased the supply of aged whiskey and 
neutral spirits had to replace the aged whiskey. "Blended 
whiskey" (whiskey - a blend) is a mixture which contains at 
least 20% by volume of 100 proof straight whiskey and sepa-
rately or in combination, whiskey or neutral spirits if such 
~-* 
mixture at time of bottling is not less than 80 proof. 
In an age of regulation by government the distiller 
and the whiskey business as a whole bear an uncomparable 
burden of regulations. There are no less than 2,138 individ-
* ~- p.271-273. 
** l, p.272-272 
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ual federal regulations covering th1s business not to mention 
the state and local ordinances that are enforced. But be-
cause of the nature of the product and the growing concern by 
the industry of the socialogical and psycological problems 
that are presented by the sale of the product, the industry 
as a whole has been proud to comply with regulations which 
they feel are for the good of the i ndustry. Of course one 
would be completely naive to think that the government's ma-
jor objective in regulation was for the sole purpose of con-
trolling an industry with a large measure of social respon-
sibility. Most of the regulations were promulgated in an 
effort to produce the maximum amount of tax dollars and the 
minimum amount of tax evasion. Therefore these 2,138 regu-
lations are of necessity, rigidly enforced. 
For the purpose of illustration let us suppose 
that we are to open a distillery. The first step in enter-
ing the industry is the securing of basic permits from the 
Alcoholic Tax Unit, since it is unlawful to operate as a dis-
tiller unless these basic permits are issued. A separate 
basic permit covers each phase of t he business so the dis-
tiller must first receive the dist i ller's basic permit to-
' gether with the state's distillers or manufacturer's permit. 
Regulations specifying location of plant, construction and 
maintanance, and equipment must be complied with, thus an 
expert from the equipment regulation specifies that, "all 
pipe line must be installed to comply with regulations and 
painted with their prescribed code .paint color. All equip-
ment must have assigned serial numbers ••••••••••••••• Locks 
or sealing devices must be provided in all piping connec-
rr* tiona ••••••••••• 
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We still cannot commence operations until another 
form has been filed stating when operations are to begin in 
order that a storekeeper gauger can be assigned to the plant 
and inspect the premises prior to operation. Spirits can be 
produced from any type of suitable material, but before re-
moved from the cistern ro,om where these spirits enter after 
the distillation process the proof must be reduced below 159 
proof because if higher, the plant is no longer recognized 
as a registered distillery and must cease operations and be 
reestablished as an industrial alcohol plant. All distillery 
operations are under the supervision of the store-keeper-
gauger. He must be present when materials are received or 
shipped; he controls the yeasting and mashing operations; he 
must be notified before operations can be suspended or re-
sumed and he must be present at all times when the plant is 
in operation. A continuous process is required and the dis-
tilling process is held to be comp l eted when the spirits are 
received in the cistern room tanks. A tax of $9.00 per gal-
lon is levied as soon as the materi al comes into existence, 
* 1, p.272-273. 
and the distillery premises etc., are placed under posted 
bond and become security for payment of the tax. This tax 
liability is deferred for 8 years ~f the distilled spirits 
are stored in the I nternal Revenue Bonded Warehouses. 
~1 
To enter in the next phase of the business, a 
Warehouse and Bottling basic permit must be obtained. This 
permit covers location, construction and equipment. The 
store-keeper-gauger again controls all the operations and in 
fact holds the key and regulates t he movements of the owners. 
I t is the duty of the owner to package the spirits so they 
may be rapidly inspected by the gauger. Taxes are abated or 
refunded according to a table of leakage and evaporation or 
on account of special losses. After blending and bottling, 
tax paid stamps must be affixed to the package so the legal 
status of the packaged spirits may be shown. Labels of bot-
tles must be approved in Washington and can be attached to 
the bottles. Thus from start to finish the regulatory body 
maintains tight control over the manufacture, blending, ware-
housing, bottling, and especially t he tax payment of the 
spirits. 
KINDS OF DISTILLED SPIRITS 
-
Fundamentally there are 5 different distilled 
spirit types in the United States namely, whiskey, rum, gin, 
brandy and cordials. Other product s reach the American mar-
ket via imports but with the except ion of Scotch, which is 
characterized by its fine smokey aroma, they do not plan an 
important role in the total volume of spirits sold in this 
country. vVhiskey, as we have seen, is defined by the Feder-
al Government as an alcoholic dist i llate from a fermented 
22 
mash or grain, that possesses the characteristics of whiskey. 
Gin is made from a base of neutral spirits and there are two 
methods of processing gin, distillating and compounding. In 
the former the neutral spirits are run through a gin still 
in which there are trays containing herbs and other flavor-
ing matter such as juniper, orange peel etc. As the alco-
holic vapor rises in the process of being distilled, the vol-
atile agents in the flavoring are also distilled off in com-
bination with the alcohol. By the compounding method the 
gin is obtained by mixing neutral spirits with flavoring ma-
terials such as juniper or gin essence. The third type is 
rum which is made from the base of fermented juice of molas-
ses or other cane products. Brandy is a distillation of the 
fermented mash of fruit or fermented fruit juices. The raw 
materials used in the making of brandy are grapes, raisins, 
apples and peaches. Cordials, the fifth type, are of the 
least importance because their volume of sale is so small, 
usually being limited to holidays. They are made by infus-
ing distilled spirits with fruits, aromatic herbs, flowers, 
juices and other flavoring material. Of increasing impor-
tance in the whiskey business is grain neutral spirit. It 
hardly ever reaches the market in that shape or manner but 
is used as a base for the more popular blended whiskies,gins 
and cordials. Some distillers age their neutral spirits in 
charred oak barrels claiming that neutral spirits like whis-
key mature and are improved in body and bouquet by this ma-
turation process. Others use the neutral spirits direct 
from the still in order to conserve valuable storage space 
for aging of whiskies. 
23 
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CHAPTER III DISTRIBUTION 
Alcoholic beverages are distributed to the consum-
er by two plans of sale. The majority of the states license 
wholesalers and retailers to distribute t he product to the 
consun~r. Some states at the end of prohibition immediately 
established a state monopoly system to dispense the product 
to the consumer. On the one hand we have a regulated public-
ly run free enterprise and on the other we have a state mon-
opoly system, run by the state. 
In the states licensing dealers the industry is 
carried on under the ever watchful eye of the central licen-
sing board, which regulates hours of sale, advertising, 
price maintenance, credits and shipment. Besides license 
fees paid to the state, the state realizes revenue from ex-
cise taxes paid on the liquor sold in the state, income taxes 
paid by all, income received from t he sale of the product in 
the state, land and real estate taxes paid on all properties 
associated with the trade. General ly a wholesaler will carry 
one prominent brand of a distiller together with the compo-
nent items i.e., rums, brandies, cordials, wines or beers.In 
the case of a distiller having many popular brands such as 
Distillers Corporation-Seagrams Lmtd., each brand is dis-
tributed by the wholesaler usually under an exclusive deal-
ership. So Carstairs and Calvert will be sold by a wholesal-
er together with a concomitant line of brandies etc., and 
Seagrams by another and Four Roses by still another. The same 
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arrangement is used by Schenley Industries as they maintain 
a Schenley division that sells Schenley Black Label to a 
wholesaler and a Melrose division t hat sells the Melrose pro-
duct to other wholesalers. It is i nteresting to note that 
all these separate brands although controlled by the parent 
organization compete for the liquor dollar as individual con-
cerns. 
The wholesaler has a territory within which he may 
sell his products. The boundary of this territory is limit-
ed by the distiller but predatory habits of wholesalers oft-
en carry them beyond these limits. As a whole, however, the 
wholesaler will remain in his territory for the power of the 
distiller in circumventing a greedy wholesaler is unusually 
strong. Within these geographical boundaries salesmen will 
call on the licensees whether they be package good dealers 
(not to be consumed on the premises) or bars, hotels and tav-
erns (on premise consumption.) The salesmen, as is mostly 
true of this occupation, receive a commission for their ser-
vices which is usually 2 or 3% of the gross sale. The whole-
saler caught between the jaws of the retail merchant whose 
profit is continuously shrinking as the taxes are increased 
and the distiller who is never satisfied with the efforts of 
the wholesaler also works on a small margin of profit usual-
ly averaging about 8% to 10%. 
The retailer is the last person in the distribu-
tion chain to handle the merchandise before the consumer. He 
must stock all the name brands in.most of the popular sizes 
so as to be able to satisfy the consumer's desires. Often 
it i s his merchandising efforts, l i kes and dislikes, that 
wil l determine whether one brand wi ll sell more in propor-
tion to others. For this reason i t is of prime importance 
to the wholesaler and distiller that his good will be en-
couraged. Discounts on purchases, point of sale window dis-
plays, nevelties, and "missionary men," whose job is to be a 
direct liason from the distiller, are a few of the methods 
used to build good will towards a brand. The retailers pro-
fit varies from 15% to 25% depending on the state of opera-
tion and the tax setup. 
The adoption of the monopoly form of liquor con-
trol stands out as one of the striking new features of the 
post repeal legislation. The state store system exercises 
the exclusive right to sell spirits at retail by the package. 
Viewed either as a departure from t he traditional method of 
liquor control or as an entry of d i rect governmental opera-
tion into a new field the state liquor monopoly system has 
been a bold move. In no state was there any evidence that 
the monopoly system was inaugurat ed to drive an entering 
* wedge for the socialize.ti.on of other forms of business. It 
was true that legislators feared mostly the abuse of the sale 
of liquor more than they dreaded the precedent of the state 
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entering the field of private business. It was an endeavor 
to effect the str.ictest possible control over a trade which 
was to emerge from the status of out outlawry to legality. 
Two principal influences were disclosed in the in-
troduction of the state monopoly system. One was the exam-
ple furnished by the Canadian Province ::~ in directly influen-
cing the adoption of this novel plan, the other was the 
strength of the anti liquor forces in the state. Thus it is 
seen that many of the northern states adopted this method 
imitating the successful system of thelr neighbor. On the 
other hand it was a direct consequence of strong forces mar-
shalled . in many state legislatures by the so-called prohibi-
tion forces who, disappointed by t he t urn of events in the 
passing of the 21st Amendment, have tried the distribution 
system. 
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CHAPTER IV ~ARCH AND DEVE LOPMENT 
An important by-product which for many years was 
completely ignored due to lagging induatrial technology is 
that of the wheat grain after it bas be en in the still. Un-
til the economics of grain recovery had been sufficiently 
appreciated this stillage or "slop" as it was unglamorously 
ca~led was channeled to a filter bed where the water was 
drained off and the remnants carted off by neighboring far-
mers to be used as chicken feed. Signs such as "Slop free 
for the hauling,, were commonplace at the distillers gate. 
Actually this slop was to become a prof itable product to the 
distiller and a valuable feed to the l:lvestock rancher. The 
solid which is produced by dehydrating the slop contains all 
the elements of the original grain excE~pting the fermentable 
portion which has been removed as alcohol and carbon dioxide. 
In addition to the protein, fat, mi neral salts, fiber and vi-
tamins of the original grain the stilla ge contains yeast from 
the fermentation which represents a considerable percentage 
of protein and vitamin B complex in the dried material. The 
problem resolved itself to the 92% wat13r of the slop. This 
problem was conveniently met by engineering technology in 
providing elaborate machines for recovering the solids in a 
dried. and pressed condition. Thus from the original 56 
pounds in the bushel of grain to be distilled, better than 15 
pounds is recovered for animal feed. Many critics of the in-
dustry have commented on .the use o~ food products for dis-
tilled beverages and at times of emergency the government 
has- enforced either grain quotas or restrictions amounting 
to the same. Statistics show that in the years 1935 to 1940 
the national production of feed grains was 26,885,057,000 
bushels or a yearly average of 4,480,842,833 bushels. This 
includes corn, rye, barley, oats and wheat. During these 
six years the grain actually brought to market was less than 
the production figure and amounted to 8,198,377,000 bushels 
or 1,366 1 396,000 bushels per year. During these years,which 
do not represent a period of maximum production as in the 
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war years, the distilling industry used a total of 203 1 886,000 
bushels for a yearly average of 33,981,000 bushels. Expres-
sed in the form of percentage the distilling industry used 
0.76% of the total grain produced and 2.49% of the grain 
marketed. Thus in spite of the fact t hat the industry was 
using a sizeable amount of grain it was in reality a very 
small percentage of the total and it was returning feed 
stuffs of greater value, since the percentage of recovery 
ranges as high as 106% in digestible components and 300% in 
some of the needed minerals. 
Despite the fact that most people prefer to drink 
it, alcohol has many other uses as listed by the United 
States Treasury. It is used as a solvent: in cellulose, 
shellac, plastics, photo fi~, explosives, dyes, antiseptics 
and other pharmaceuticals: as a raw material, in acetic acid 
ethyl chloride, synthetic rubber: ·as a fluid, in antifreeze 
and brake fluids: as a fuel, in mot or fuel and airplane fu-
* el blends. 
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CHAPTEU TAXES. 
The most pressing problem facing the distilling 
industry today is that of taxes. From the early colonial 
days when the small distiller moved forward to the ever ex-
panding frontier in an effort to escape the tax problem to 
the present when illegal stills are dotting the country, the 
worry of the industry is how to cope wi th ever increasing 
taxes. The familiar cry of killing the goose that lays the 
golden egg is ringing through the t rade in an effort to fore-
stall a contemplated increase in the federal tax. In the 
history of the country crises or f;J.nancial emergencies have 
been a signal to the government to raise the excise taxes 
imposed on the industry and unforttmately and to the 
of the industry they have learned that once a tax is consti 
tuted, it is never repealed even if it is proclaimed as a 
short term emergency tax. Thus it was with the $9.00 a gal-
lon federal tax imposed during Worl d War II; as it was with 
every tax preceding it, with minor excepti ons that have oc-
curred. (See Chart I.) As the taxes have risen, of course 
they must be passed on to the consumer, and if the price 
should reach a staggering figure the government and the woe-
ful distiller may find that the product has outpriced the 
market even condeding a certain amount of inelasticity in the 
product. It is interesting to note at this point that in a 
B blend which is supposedly a second cl ass whiskey, not con-
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CHART I 
FEDERAL AND STATE GALLONAGE TAXES 
ON DISTILLED SPIRITS * .;;-.;<- SINCE REPEA L 
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sidering the whiskies in the "luxury" trade as "Bottled in 
Bond" or rare premium blends of straight whiskies, $1.55 is 
federal tax when the selling price in a monopoly state fig-
uring no state tax is about $3.00. Thus all production cost 
of the distiller together with profits of the seller make up 
less than one-half of the cost of the ultimate sale. This is 
less astounding when one considers the case in a free state 
which has a high tax rate as is the case of MAssachusetts. 
Considering the same B blend which is 86 proof we now find a 
selling price of about $3.65 and two-thirds of this repre-
sents taxes both federal and state. In a period of high 
prices the distiller is at his wits end in an attempt to keep 
his product within the grasp of the ordinary man who main-
tains the distillers volume of sales and thus contributes to 
his profits. 
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Can .the distiller cut his production costs? The ans-
wer seems to be no if the distiller wants to retain a leader-
ship in the industry. Certain production costs must be met, 
many at increased cost due to the rising prices. And now 
with maturing whiskey stocks coming of age in plentiful sup-
plies a fiercer competitive battle is in the making for the 
Big Four. Thus to increase costs through increased taxes is 
to st~ika at the very heart of the distillers. How much can 
the consumer stand? This question has nefarious implications 
for the law makera and for the distillers. Will increased 
taxes produce increased revenues or will it 1tmit consumption 
so that it will operate as a boomer~ng to the detriment of 
the industry and the coffers of the nation? Here lies the 
problem of increased taxes. 
The significance of the distilling industry as a 
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major source of revenue for sustaining the functions of gov-
ernment is indicated by the size and the rate of these col-
lections. The public revenue from alcoholic beverages from 
1941 to 1949 were as follows: 
YEAR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL TOTAL 
1941 $0.957 bil. $ 402 mil. $ 36 mil. $1.,395 bil. 
1942 1,245 467 37 1,750 
1943 1,518 437 38 1,994 
1944 2,167 495 39 2, 703 
1945 2, 415 562 43 3,020 
1946 2,741 694 47 3,483 
194? 2,361 689 60 3,111 
1948 2,199 686 68 2,953 
1949 2,227 686 69 2,983 
1950 ESTIMATE •• 3,000 
During 1949 the rate of collection of public revenues from 
the industry was in excess of eight and one-third million 
dollar s a day, and since repeal more than 29.8 billion dol-
lara in public revenues have been collected by the three lev-
els of government from the alcoholic beverage industry. 
CONSUMPTION TREND 
The long range trend of consumption of alcoholic 
beverages is generally conceded to be up but yearly figures 
of gallonage shipments to wholesalers show a fluctuating 
trend line for the years 1940 to 1 9 49. I t is thought by many 
distillers that the rising population curve indicates greater 
consumption as in increasing popula tion in a world of stress 
and strain usually consumes greater quantities of alcohols. 
It is also hoped that social usage of the product will con-
tinue and that high standards of income will continue to be 
received and that a portion of this will find ita way to the 
distiller. 
The apparent consumption of distilled spirits for 
the calender year 1949 amounted to 169,547,532 wine gallons, 
or a decrease of .86% from 1948. Monthly consumption was be-
low the consumption for the corresponding months of 1948 dur-
ing the first two and the last five months of the year, while 
consumption from each month from March to July, was above the 
gallonage reported for these months in 1948. The following 
are the consumption figures for the ten year period 1940-1949 
inclusive expressed in wine gallons: 
YEAR 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1,947 
1948 
1949 
WINE GALLONS 
144,991,227 
158,156,921 
190,248,257 
145,529,454 
166,679,635 
190,130,760 
230,981,503 
181,645,635 
171,021.257 
169,546,532 
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It should be noted that the figures express shipments to whole-
salers and in some accounts, conversion to gallons of collec-
tiona of state excise taxes. Stocks remaining in the channels 
of distribution are not accounted for and the inventory buying 
has no way of making itself known. Thus it would seem that the 
.... 
total for 1946 is a fictitious consumption total because it 
represents the first y1ear in which the industry operated 
without the fetters attached to it during the war by the gov-
ernment. It should al:3o be realized that the decline in the 
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totals for the years 1~147-1949 may signify a change in inven-
tory policy of the dis t ributors as merchandise became avail-
able upon demand thus J~educing the desires for inventory ac-
cumulation or hoarding .. 
ILLICIT PRODUCTION 
In recent yeftrs steadily increasing numbers of il-
legally-operated stillfJ have been seized by government oper-
ators and the producing capacity of the illegal stills seized 
by the government investigators is increasing faster than the 
number of illegal still units seized. It is estimated by Al-
coholic Tax Unit authorities that the daily producing capa-
city of all the illegal stills seized during 1949 was greater 
than the actual whiskey production total of the legal dis-
·lE· 
tilling industry in the same year. No longer is the illegal 
tax dodging producer identified as a backwoods moonshiner, 
but he is recognized as: a big business man who is obviously 
diverting liquor sales to illegal channels. The obvious 
driving force behind this resurgence of illegal still acti-
vity is the unrealistically high taxation. 
In recent years, it has become more and more appar-
ent to the Liquor indu::Jtry and to government officials that 
-lE-6, p.7-10. 
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the sharp drop in consumption of legal, tax paid distilled 
spirits since 1946 was being paced by a shart upswing in the 
ill egal distilling activity. This is evidenced by the fact 
that between 1946 and 1949, the seizures of illegal stills 
reported by the federal government increased by 34% or from 
a total of 6,461 illegally operated stills in 1946 to a to-
tal of 8,649 in 1949. Capacity, as measured by the Alcoho-
lic Tax Unit also skyrocketed from 164 1 476 gallons in 1946 
to 240,908 gallons in 1949 which represents a 46!% increase. 
In the same time federal excise revenues declined 25.8%. 
Records show that there were 18,884 seizures of 
illegal stills in the c:ountry in 1949 for a daily average 
seizure of 52. Thus of'ficially reported daily producing ca-
pacity of the 18,884 stills was over 529,000 gallons which a-
mounted to almost 120,000 gallons more per day than the 
daily new whiskey actually produced in 1949 by the legal tax 
paying distilled spirits industry. It was estimated that 
the average still seized had a capacity of 28 gallons per 
day, however, capacities ranging as high as 100-200 gallons 
per day were found in South Carolina and Virginia and one of 
500-1,000 gallons per day was found in certain Northeastern 
States. The following list indicates some of the more re~ 
~­
cent seizures together with their daily capacity: 
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DATE 
Jan. 1, 1950 
Jan. 15, 1950 
Apr. 5, 1950 
Aug . 26, 1950 
Sept. 19, 1950 
Oct. 24, 1950 
Jan. 3, 1951 
Jan. 4, 1951 
LOCATION 
Washington, D. c. 
Racine , Wisconsin 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Philadelphia, Penn. 
Atlantic City, N. J. 
Lawrence, Mass. 
Liberty, N. Y. 
Garfie ld, N. J. 
SIZE 
-
600 gallons 
750 
1000 
300 
300 
1200 
700 
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'rhis record is a far cry from the small scale "amateur" op-
erations of the southe:rn moUntaineer. 
Because the federal excise rate has increased 200% 
in the last decade criminal makers of illegal whiskey have 
been drawn back to moonshining since the profits are nearly 
as high as they were i n the Prohibition era when there was 
no legal industry to c •::>mpete with. 
The competitive advantage enjoyed by the illegal 
distiller in terms of J~is tax free status alone amounts to 
an average of $11.57 p1er gallon, of which $9.00 is paid to 
the federal government in excise taxes, $ .365 in federal oc-
cupational taxes, rect:tf'ication taxes, and other levies, and 
an average tax burden of $ 2.20 per gall on in direct and in-
direct state and local taxes. The consumer contributes about 
55.3% or $2.10 for ever y fifth costing $3.75 and cons i sting 
of 86.8 proof. (Proof is measured as i of the percentage of 
alcoholic content.} The remaining $1.65 represents the cost 
of production and aging - - including warehousing, cooperage, 
insurance, carrying charges on investment, and losses due to 
evaporation --- the cost of bottling, of blending, of recti-
fication, of transportation and distribution to the whole-
saler~ to the retailer and to the consumer~ as well as prof-
its of distiller~ wholesaler and retailer. 
In contrast to the legal industry, the bootlegger 
produces without regard. to standards of raw materials or to 
scientific and sanitary production methods. Investment in 
plant and facilities is negligible, consisting mainly in a 
small outlay for crude equipment housed in any form of shel-
ter consealed from the authorities. Since illegal whiskey 
is marketed in the raw stage, costs of ageing and blending 
are non-existent and containers usually are old 5 gallon cans 
or reused bottles. of all varieties. 
Production costs are low because of the inferior 
products used. Assuming production from corn and sugar,-" or 
sugar and cornmeal {the most frequent combination) at cur-
rent prices the cost of' the raw materials for the illegal 
whiskey may range from $ .18 to $ .20 per fifth. Eliminating 
costs of ageing, rectification, and Federal taxes~ the bogus 
whiskey can be sold at the still at a reported $3.00 per gal-
lon or $ .60 a fifth yie,lding an operating profit of nearly 
200%. Wholesale prices delivered to distributors in gallon 
cans or bottle containers are reported at $4.00 per gallon 
or the equivalent of $ .80 per fifth. Prices to the consumer 
are reported at $ .50 to $ .75 per i pint with most of it going 
at $2.00 a fifth, permitting the retailer a markup of 150% or 
the producer if he markets directly an operating profit of 
about 700%. · 
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Thus every time a gallon ~f illegal whiskey is 
sold, the Federal and State governments lose $10.48. This 
tax differential provides the incentive for the criminal op-
erator and no doubt thE~ revenue losses to the taxing bodies 
are very substantial. Naturally, illegal stills do not op-
erate every day and eventually most of them are captured by 
the policing authoritit~s. It is interesting from an acade-
mic standpoint to cons:lder the potential revenue losses based 
on estimated producing capacity. On a conservative basis,it 
has been estimated that the aggregate daily producing capa-
city of all the illegal stills seiz ed during 1949 was 529,416 
gallons (based on the :!l.verage of 28 gallons per day per 
still.) What are the potentialities? I f the illegal stills 
operate for only one day at the indicated daily producing 
capacity the revenue loss amounts to $5,543 1 099. 
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CHAPTER VI HISTORY OF SCHEN-LEY INDUSTRIES, l!9..!, 
On July 11, 1933, through an exchange of stock with 
the Schenley Products Company the Schenley Distillers Corp-
oration was organized and incorporated under the laws of Del-
aware. The new company acquired all the stock of the 
Schenley Products Company which was incorporated in New Jer-
sey in August 23, 1920 and functioned as a holding company 
controlling numerous operating companies. On December 27, 
1935 all the capital stock of the subsidiaries of Schenley 
Products Company were distributed to the new company as a 
stock dividend, and Schenley Products Company was dissolved 
in September 30, 1938. In 1933 there were 1,050,000 shares 
and the net income amounted to $3,522,307 or the equivalent 
of $3.35 per share. Because the distillers in 1933 were 
forced to extend large credits to monopoly states function-
ing as retail dealers and because the company chose to build 
up inventories of maturing whiskies so that future products 
would identify Schenley as a quality product, the management 
deemed it necessary to retain profits. In the following 
years of 1934 and 193f:, profits swelled to $7.00 per share 
but again no dividends were declared as earnings were inves-
ted among other things in additiomto plant and equipment 
and in the accumulatic1n of whiskies for aging. At this time 
the total yearly produ ction at full capacity was 22,500,000 
gallons. The company instituted a long range advertising 
plan in order to make its brands popular and to make the con-
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sumer conscious that Schenley was synonomous with quality. 
In 1935 the company is::med 15 million shares of ~% pre-
ferred in order to pay existing bank loans and to continue 
its policy of increasing stores of aged whiskies. In 1936 
after the dividends to the preferred had been met earnings 
were at the rate of $7.05 for the common of which $4.50 was 
distributed as a divid~~nd largely because of the undistribu-
ted profits tax which ~~as in effect at the time. Consistent 
with their established policy Schenley continued to increase 
plant facilities and to increase their inventory of aged 
whiskies. An important acquisition was made in acquiring 
the Bernheim Distilling Company which gave Schenley an addi-
tional stock of reserv~:~s of popular Kentucky whiskies. On 
January 26, 1937 an i~~ortant Bank Credit agreement was en-
tered into with a group of banks led by the Bankers Trust of 
New York which offered Schenley the services of 22 million 
dollars on favorable t ~~rms. In 1937 the Bank Credit loan was 
increased to 27 million dollars. In this year it was the 
opinion that inventori~:ls and plant equipment expansion had 
been accomplished so that Schenley could consistently offer 
the consumer a high gr1:1.de aged product that would be a credit 
to the great name of Schenley. It was thus decided that pro-
duction would not now E:lxceed quanti ties sufficient to replace 
withdrawals. 
In 1937 two :J.mportant agreements were made with key 
members of the corporation in order to provide an incentive 
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plan for important personnel. One was the "Oscar Wile Agree-
menttt inaugurated on December 18 1 1937 between Osc~r Wile 
and the Schenley Import Corporation, a subsidiary of the par-
ent company. Mr. Wile was to be compensated as follows: 
(a) a starting salary of $20 1 000 per year, (b) and if the 
profits of the Import Gorporation exceeded $250 1 000 1 he was 
to get 5% of the first $50,000 and 7~% of the second $50 1 000 
and 10% of the net profits in excess of $350 1 000. This a-
greement was made with the stipulation that it can be can-
celled before the 15th of September of each year. The sec-
ond plan was the "Key Group Extra Compensation Plan" inaugu-
rated in the year 1937 and continuing for each fiscal year 
thereafter until and unless the board of directors repeal or 
terminate the same. Under this plan shares of common stock, 
or cash will be distril:mted in consideration for, and in rec-
ognition) o~ services rendered to certain persons who occupy 
key positions, and havt;, contributed in a notable degree to 
the success of the parent company and its subsidiaries. Such 
plan provides that there shall be set a side from the consol-
idated net earnings as defined in the plan as follows: "If 
and provided that the <~onsolidated net earnings for any cal-
endar year during which the plan is effective exceed the a-
mount obtained by multiplying the number of shares of common 
stock outstanding at the end of such calendar year by the 
sum of $3.00, then there shall be set a side from such fund 
(a) the amount of excess as is not more than $250,000 plus 
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(b) 5% of the amount of such excess. as exceeds ~~250,000 and 
is not more than ~~1, 250,000 plus (c) 6% of the amount in ex-
cess as $1,250,000 and is not more than $2,250,000 plus (d) 
7% of the amount of such excess as exceeds $2,250.000. The 
number of shares of co:mm.on stock upon which said $3.00 per 
share is to be computed shall not include any shares issued 
as a stock dividend and in the case of any split up of 
shares, the number of shares applicable shall not be increa-
* sed by these split ups.n This Key Group Estra Compensation 
Plan was approved by the stockholders on July 19, 1937. 
With the war clouds gathering in Europe in 1939 
Sch enley saw a threat towards depletion of their inventory 
because of the closing of most distilleries in England and 
Scotland. Because of ·tax law in the United States all stored 
whiskies in the bonded warehouse must be removed after eight 
years thus inventories were only maintained at about 5! times 
current annual withdrawals, as contrasted to inventories of 
nine times current withdrawals in England and Scotland. The 
large inventory that Schenley was building was soon to be a 
boon to the company in the war years. Despite the fact that 
other companues, notably Seagrams, was pushing their blended 
whiskies, Schenley entered in the market an eight to twelve 
year old straight whiskey which was being merchandised for 
the so-called luxury trade. An important acquisition was 
made in 1950 with the purchase of the Oldetyme Distillers 
~~ 7, p.4 
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Corporation whose labels of Green River and Three Feathers 
enjoyed wide spread di.stribution and consumer acceptance. 
Because of the closing of European markets due to the war, 
the company started an intensified sales development pro-
gram in Latin America and the insular possessions of the 
United States. In "May of 1941 the company entered into a 
novel distribution method whereby certain brands of whiskey 
in bond were sold to wholesalers in selected territories. 
The whiskey was to remain in the barrel in the bonded ware-
house and to be bottled by the company under its trade marks. 
This method was used to relieve the distiller of the large 
amounts of cash that w~s tied up in inventory and was to be 
adopted as a permanent procedure. In 1941 Schenley went in-
to the wine business with the purchase of Cresta Blanca, a 
large California winery with a sizeable inventory, and a tra-
dition dating back to 1880. 
I n 1941 the industry converted to war production 
on orders from the federal government and Schenley started 
to work seven days a week at full capacity, which amounted 
to 60,000,000 proof gallons. Schenley made a notable con-
tribution to the war ef'f'ort in the development of' the "Schen-
ley packed column" for converting whiskey distilleries to 
war alcoholic units and allowed its use patent free to other 
distillers. During these years of' crisis with all facili-
ties being used for the emergency all whiskies f'or current 
consumption had to com1~ from stocks which were being deple-
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ted at a fast rate because of the increased consumption. Be-
cause of a wine shortage that was taking place on the Ameri-
can market at this time Schenley purchased the Roma Wine 
Company, thus acquiring additional stocks to supplement its 
sales of whiskey products. On December 15, 1943 Schenley 
acquired all the stock of the Blatz brewing company. 
On July 9, 1944 Schenley split the common stock 
three shares of new $3.33-1/3 par for two old shares of $5.00 
par common. This was :followed by another split up of the 
common stock on August 15, 1945 at the rate of four new 
shares of new at $2.50 par for the three old at $3.33-l/3 
par and again in March 15, 1946 at the rate of ten new at 
$1.75 for seven old at $2.50 par. The stock was split again 
in 1950. 'rhese split ups reduced the price of the common on 
the big board and broadened the base of ownership by permit-
ting smaller investors to buy these favored stocks. 
On April 1, 1944 Schenley entered into a new bank 
cred it agreement whereby 21 banks made $63,000,000 available, . 
33 .3 million due in 1949 and 29.1 due in 1954. This was la-
ter terminated in favor of a new bank loan of 125 million at 
an average rate of less than 2%. The companies long term 
debt as of August 31, 1950 stood at 125 million and consisted 
of 75 million dollars :in insurance company loans due March, 
1969 bearing interest at 3.2% and 50 million dollar bank loans 
due September, 1955 at 2%. The insurance company loans a-
greement require prepa:~ents beginning 1959 of $2,875 million 
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semi-annually. After the year's end.the company arranged 
for an additional 25 million in long term funds from insti-
tutional leaders for a term of 25 years at an interest rate 
of 3%. Prepayments begin in 1960 at the rate of $1,250 an-
nually through 1969 and 2 million thereafter. Simultaneous-
ly the company arranged for bank loans of 52 million re-
placing bank loans of the same amount due in 1955. 
Because the industry can be vitally affected by 
the changing economic picture the management of Schenley has 
tried to follow a policy of broad diversification which in-
cludes farm feeds and a balanced line of Pharmaceuticals.The 
utilization of by-products for animal and poultry feeds was 
successfully accomplished by the marketing of Soludri which 
is the trade name for feeds produced in the Schenley organ-
ization. Diversification was also furthered by the organ-
ization of a research laboratory operating in six divisions, 
(1) fermentology, (2) biochemical, (3) plastics, (4) poly-
mers, (5) bacteriological and (6) analytical and spectograph-
ic. In 1943 an Lmportant development was made by Schenley 
which directly affected the war effort and the future of 
Schenley Industries. ·While instituting molded bran as a sub-
stitute for malt in the production of war alcohol they dis-
covered that the methods used in the production of molds 
could be used for the mass production of penicillin which 
heretofore was limited in supply because of the long and ted-
ious production processes. In furtherance of this develop-
ment Schenley Industries in 1948 licensed the Societe Fran-
caise de la Penicilline in France to produce penicillin for 
which Schenley will receive royalties for 15 years to come. 
Despite the fact that unit sales of penicillin are up 50% in 
the u. s., total dollar volume was lower than in the past be-
cause of the reductions which the company has made in the 
prices. Schenley penicillin now sells at 1/34 of the price 
established five years ago. The original price of $7.50 per 
one thousand units, has been reduced fifteen successive times 
because of improvements in production that have afforded 
large scale economics. In addition to the sale of penicillin 
other Schenley pharmaceuticals have continued to show sub-
stantial gains. Included in this group are Titralac, an ant-
acid; Rutaminal, used for heart conditions; Sedamyl, a seda-
tive; and Vascutum, used to prevent the degeneration of blood 
" vessel walls • .,,- Continuing success in the field of pharmaceu-
ticals is foreseen because of an agreement with the Bayer Lab-
oratories in Leverkusen and Elberfeld in Western Germany, 
whereby Schenley has received a license to produce in the 
United States any Bayer developments in the line of pharma-
ceuticals. Tibione, for the treatment of T. B. is but one of 
these new developments. Polyvinal pyrrolidon, a synthetic 
plasma, is also being experimented with by the Schenley In-
** dustries. 
* 8, p.l4-15 
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In the field of labor relations Schenley has; made 
a notable record. Schenley employs an average of 13#000 
workers who have worked for the company in a happy relation-
ship. Among the benefits enjoyed by the Schenley workers 
are the following: 
1935 establishment of group life insurance 
1936 establishment of group accident and health 
insurance 
1937 establishment of the Key Group Extra Compen-
sation Plan 
1938 establishment of an educational assistance 
program 
1939 establishment of a group hospitalization plan 
and formation of an employee credit union 
1940 benefits to employees entering military service 
1942 supplemental payment plan to assist salaried 
personnel to meet increased cost of living 
1943 employee retirement and benefit plan with annuity 
dependent on the earnings and years worked 
1944 employees share purchase plan allowing the pur-
chase of 187#500 shares of common at 105% of the 
average market price .for the preceding 30 days 
In furtherant}e of smooth labor relations, Schenley 
has signed a long term contract with its biggest union. thus 
insuring uninterrupted production over the next three years. 
The contract signed by the company and the Distilling# Rec-
tifying & Wine Workers I nternational Union, A. F. of L. pro-
vides for a 10¢' increafJe per hour to cover the rise in the 
cost o.f living, and al::1o provides .for separate adjustments 
in pay of 5¢' per hour, whenever the cost of living rises or 
·!} 
.falls 5 points. 
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CHAPTER VII HISTORY OF DISTILLERS 
CORPORATION SEAGRAMS LIMITED 
5Q 
Distillers Corporation Seagram Limited was formed 
on March 2, 1928 for the purpose of acquiring Distillers 
Corporation Limited of Montreal and the Joseph E. Seagram & 
Sons Limited of Waterloo, Ontario. The properties consisted 
of the plant of the Distillers Corporation Limited located 
about 7 miles from Montreal at Ville LaSalle and that of the 
Joseph E. Seagram & Sons Limited in Waterloo, Ontario. The 
Seagram plant in Waterloo had been operating since 1857 in 
conjunction with two storage houses of 50 1 000 barrel capacity. 
The company had authorized 2 million shares of which 1.5 mil-
lion were issued. The f irst president was William H. Ross of 
Edinburgh, Scotland and the vice president was Samuel Bronf-
man of Montreal • • It is interesting to note that the earnings 
of the first year were ~i l.52 per share and the dividends were 
$1.00. I n 1930 at the annual meeting of the Board of Direc-
tors it was proposed to issue shares at $12 amounting to $4.2 
million to retire the Special Loans obtained from two of the 
largest stockholders, Di.stillers Company of Canada Limited and 
t h e Bronfman interests, amounting to $1,953 1 110.95. Immed-
iately following this plan the stock market crashed and the 
plan was abandoned. Meanwhile increa sed f a cilit i es for age-
ing and storing were built to supplement the compan ies policy 
of a geing all the whisk ies in wood to produce a milder product. 
In the depression years of 1930 and 19.33 the company suffered 
from the effects of the extraordinary price cutting that was 
prevalent at the time and the general poor business condi-
tions that existed in t h e depressed economy. Despite this 
fact an interest was purchased in the Sarria, National & Lind-
say Distilleries, thus removing them from the cutthroat compe-
tit i on. 
In 1933 with the passing of the repeal amendment in 
the United States an i~portant change came over the distill-
ing industry and Distillers Corporation. A national sales or-
ganization was set up t o supply the large United States market 
with Seagram 5 and 7 which were popular blends of whiskies.In 
the same time in exchange for 172,623 additional shares they 
acquired the Rossville Union Distillers Inc., in Lawrencebur@l, 
Indiana. A new subsidil3.ry, the Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Inc. 
was formed to operate this Lawrenceburgh pl ant. Also in ex-
change for stock they aequired a distillery at Relay, IV1a. ryland 
which had a large supply of' fine rye whiskey which was con-
sidered the traditional favorite of the consumer. This pur-
chase brought to the house of Seagram the Maryland distillery 
and the Calvert Distilling Company. In 1936 on the advice of 
counsel the company paid $1.5 million to the u. s. government 
for claims against the company for whiskey shipped to the 
country during prohibit:lon on which no duties were paid. Al-
though the sum involved was quite large the company felt that 
in spite of the fact that it admitted no liability it would 
rather pay this amount than face the prospect of losing such 
a large market by gover:nment interference. This settlement 
proved a. wise judgment because in 1937 sales increased 35% 
mainly because of the American market. 
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Another important acquisition was made in 1937 in 
the purchase of the Carstairs Brothers Distillery, an opera-
ting company since 1788. In 1941 the Browne Vintners Co., 
Inc., and the Wilson Distilling Co., Inc., were acquired. In 
1943 at a cost of $43,000,000 the plum of the Seagram's em-
pire was acquired with the purchase of the Frankfort Distil-
lers Inc. As of August 1, 1943 a Pension Plan for the bene-
fit of the employees wa::~ established in the United States. It 
provides a pension to employees on age 65 with 15 years of 
continuous service; benE~fits which , with the federal old age 
grants, amount to 40% of their average pay during the preced-
ing 10 years. This plan is funded with payments to the Bank-
er s Trust Company of N. Y. 
Actually the f3 tory of Sea.gra.ms can be told through 
the endeavors of one man, Samuel Bronf.man. Fortune describes 
him as, "The king of the American whiskey business •••••• one 
of the great tycoons, a vestigal reminder of the gone days 
when a Vanderbilt or a Hockefeller could actually start from 
scratch and create a family fortune of more than 100 million 
* dollars." Masterminded by the Bron.fman brothers, Samuel and 
* 12, p 97 
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Allan, Seagrams has surged to the ~eadership in the whiskey 
business ahead of its rivals, Schenley, National and Hiram 
Walker. After having held the leadership from 1938 to 1943 
it lost it to Schenley till 1946 when it regained it as 
measured by the volume of sales, and now it is reported that 
Seagrams controls at least 30% of the whiskey business.Hold-
ing this leadership is :a precarious job because inventories 
of suitable whiskies are built up only over a period of time 
and second of all, the liquor industry is committed to a 
high degree of inner strategical conflict. Since consump-
tion is fairly stable although showing an upward long term 
trend, the struggle is :for the available business ,hence the 
popular brands compete with each other. As is the case in 
other industries there is a concentration now among the big 
four distilleries. The available information indicates that 
10 brands today do the same proportion of business (60%) 
that 50 brands did a decade ago, and of these 10, Seagrams 
has 3, (Seven Crown, Calvert and Roses) and Schenley has 3, 
(Schenley Reserve, Thret~ Feathers and Golden Wedding.) Five 
leading brands which before the war did 20% of the business 
in the United States now do 50% of the business. The big 
four distillers now get about 75% of the business, make about 
50% of the whiskey and hold 60% of the inventories. The op-
erations of Seagrams and its principal rival, Schenley, can 
be described as a bankillg business because of the large fed-
eral taxes that are paid to the government when the whiskey 
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is removed from the gevernment warehouses. It is also a bus-
iness in which inventory is the principal stock in trade. One 
year's production of whiskey is produced for sale four or 
more years in the future. This time lag entails large a-
mounts of capital and entails the risk of production at one 
level of the economy for sale possibly at another. 
Distillers Co:rporation Seagram Limited is fundamen-
tally a holding company organized in Canada, and has no op-
erational activities, but wholly owns the stock of several 
Canadian operating companies and of Joseph E. Seagram & Sons 
Inc., the top u. s. hold ing company which also acts as an 
operating company. Of this fabulous empire, members of the 
Bronfman family, throu@~ six separate holdings, own direct-
ly or indirectly approx:imately 53% of the parent company's 
connnon, the largest holding, 37.93%, being that of the Brint-
can Investment Limited. Although the subsidiaries operate 
as competing companies, with brands in the same quality class, 
unification is found in the Bronfman brothers, Samuel, the 
shrewd policy maker and Alan, the organizational expert. 
The phenomenal growth of the company has been due 
to the merchandising eff orts of the Bronfmans; they added the 
ingredients to success and came up with the winning combina-
tion. It was in 1919 that Samuel Bronfman entered the whis-
key business. Pre-prohi bition distillers were bulk whiskey 
producers, selling whiskey in the barrel and if it were to be 
blended or bottled, thi8 would be done by a separate group of 
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rectifyers, or local merchandisers. The Bronfman brothers 
starting in the wholesale business learned that they could 
send package goods to other provinces in Canada and thus 
started a large mail order package goods business. The first 
ingredient to success was in their learning the package goods 
business and consumer purchasing habits and when repeal came 
they were ready to supply the market. Success came early and 
they built up a mail order business that had more geograph-
ical business than the old Hudson Bay Trading Co. In 1924 
the Canadian Government took over the distribution ot liquor 
and the Bronfmans,with their large earnings, invested in the 
distillery business. Because Bronfman was an experienced mer-
chandiser, and because of his background in Canadian and 
Scotch whiskies, he entered into the market with a blended 
whiskey. Mildness and uniformity of taste were Bronfman's 
formula and coupled with highly advertised trade name and 
integrity, he seized the market from the traditional harsh 
and varying straight whiskies. 
The war years show to a good measure the extent of 
corporate policy in relation to corporate success. With more 
money around and fewer t hings to spend it on, the demand for 
whiskey went up tremendously; but the production having been 
curtailed in favor of war contracts left the distillers with 
dwindling inventories. In order to conserve their stocks, 
they retreated from the straight whiskies in favor of blends 
which consequently went from 30% of the market sales to 87%. 
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This of course was a boon to Seagrams because they were play-
ing in their own back yard. However, because of shortages 
Seagrams elected to restrict production in order to maintain 
the integrity of their brands. Schenley, on the other hand 
decided to meet the consumer's demand and in so doing was 
forced to substitute both potato and cane spirits for the 
preciously short grain neutral spirits. By gaining a large 
and profitable business during wartime Schenley took the 
lead as measured by bottle goods sold, but later, in a freely 
supplied market, the forces that tended to make Schenley 
great during wartime bo,omeranged to cause a slump in some of 
the Schenley labels. Another factor that led to the success 
of the Seagram Corporation was its policy of no tie in sales 
of rum and wine with the valuable shipments of whiskies and 
thus Seagram was able to win the favor of the vast distribu-
tion set up for which the distiller is always striving. 
A fine tribut~~ was made to Mr. Bronfman by one of 
the smartest traders in the whiskey business, ~ . Emil 
Schwartzhaupt, on the occasion of the selling of the Calvert 
Distillery to the Seagram empire. Speaking of Samuel Bron.finan 
Mr. Schwartzhaupt said, 11He is one of the smartest men I have 
ever done business with .• 11 
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ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
In a rational approach to the analysis of an in-
dustrial such as Distillers Corporation Seagrams Limited and 
Schenley Industries, the elements entering into the analysis 
can be classified under three headings: 
1. The dividend rate and record. 
2. Income account factors. 
3. Balance sheet factors. 
Confusion has been rampant in the analysis of the 
dividend rate and can be shown in either a favorable or un-
favorable light depending on the point of view of the analyst. 
In times past it was the view that the purpose of investment 
was to earn a return on the money invested and that the prime 
consideration to be given of the investment status was the 
extent of dividends ret rned to the owner. The price paid 
for the investment on the market also displayed the well ac-
cepted theory that dividend and market price were in the re-
lationship of cause and effect. However contrary to this 
thought there also exists the theories of corporate manage-
ment which try to further the future success of the company 
instead of the immediat ,9 demands of dividend recipients. 
Holders of this thought agree that if dividends can strength-
en the financial position of the company, or if they can be 
used to increase productive capacity, or if it will eliminate 
original overcapitalization, it is consistent with sound man-
agerial policy to w ithh1:)ld the current earnings from the div-
idend recipients. As a general rule it might be formulated 
that the investor should require both adequate earnings and 
adequate dividends so that he can be assured of the safety of 
his capital and a sufficient return on his investment. 
Analysis of the income accounts affords a wealth 
of information to the analyst. Following the modern thought 
he will first search out the earning record of the company 
and interpolating the asset position of the company with the 
earnings, the analyst will try to arrive at a qualitative 
and quantitative position of the company. Earnings can be 
used to indicate the worth of the stock depending on the re-
lationship of earnings to capitalization and market price. 
Trends or averages may be used but careful scrutiny must be 
given to the results of the trend or average curves as in 
the case of overvalued of undervalued stocks. Special consid-
eration should be given to the methods of accounting because 
although the Securities and Exchange Commission has demanded 
full disclosure for those stocks that are listed, aberra-
tions from conventional accounting practices can either over-
emphasize the earnings or vice versa can underemphasize the 
earnings. Depreciation policies must be consistent over a 
period of years in order that it may not be used as a tool 
of management in racking up an impressive record of achieve-
ment. Reserves and capitalization should also be given con-
sideration by the analyst in determining the merits of the 
stock issue. Generally speaking, the income account can 
provide some of the clues that the analyst will depend on in 
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£ormulating his judgment o£ the relative merits of the issue. 
Relative to the balance sheet of a company, a 
leading author in the field of investments has said, "That 
the balance sheet deserves more attention than Wall Street 
* has been willing to accord it for many years past." In ad-
dition, he lists five sources in which information may be 
derived £rom the detailed study of the balance sheet. They 
are the following: 
1. It shows the amount of capital invested in the 
business. 
2. It reveals the companies working capital 
position. 
3. It contains the capitalization structure. 
4. It provides a check on the reported earnings. 
5. It provides a basis for analyzing sources 
of income. 
In addition to the abov1e, the balance sheet provides the 
source for the determination of the book value. The impor-
tance of the book value depends on the importance that the 
individual investor is willing to attribute to it but in 
spite of the fact that modern investment practice does not 
attach much significance, it can be an important guide to 
the analyst or investor in determining a rough approxima-
tion of the worthiness of his investment. The working cap-
ital ratio is of e.xtremt~ importance because it shows the ba-
sic strength of the company; it can be equal to the sugges-
ted requirement of 2 to 1 or in extremely strong companies 
it will exceed this minimum by a greater ratio. Pinancial 
* 13, p s~7 
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strength can also be gauged by the so called "acid test" 
which requires that current assets exclusive of inventories 
be at least equal to current liabilities. Whether the dis-
tilling industry because of the nature of the business in 
carrying extremely large inventories can or should meet this 
last test is open for the consideration of the investor. In 
the same light, the investor must make his decision about the 
importance of the large bank loans by which the industry is 
forced to carry their large inventories. It must be remem-
bered that the distilling industry is basically an inventory 
business depending for its stock in trade on the four year 
old or more matured whiskies that are immediately eligible 
for federal taxation either when they leave the bonded ware-
house or when they emerge from the distilling vats. This of 
course puts a terrific drain on the distiller's available c 
capital and sends him to the banks for the loans that are 
necessary for the conduct of the business. 
Earnings per share gives the investor a guide to 
the companies earnings in the past in relation to the mar-
ket's estimate of the particular share. Together with this 
ratio two other ratios can be useful in approximating the 
strength and value of the corporate share. One is the earn-
ings as a percentage of the sales and the other is the earn-
ings as a percentage of the invested capital. These ratios 
tend to show the efficiency of the sales operation and 
whether the operation is approaching that of the marginal 
.... 
producer who in. times c>f' stress is often lost to the indus-
trial system. 
Despite the most careful observations and reflec-
tions of' the analyst and the investor into the factors that 
lend themselves to mathematical exactitude the careful and 
intelligent per :aon will soon come to the conclusion that a 
careful or succt~ssf'ul investment will depend on more than 
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the conclusions arrived at from the trends and mathematical 
averages that would seem to be obvious from the wealth of' 
statistical data reported by the company under consideration. 
Such qualitativH factors as relative popularity and market 
activity must be• considt9red to the extent that they do have 
an effect upon the mark(9t quotation. In attempting to com-
pare companies i.n roughly the same field the analyst must 
also realize tha.t given the same external environmental con-
ditions it is not an apriori truth that the reaction of the 
different companies will be either in the same direction or 
of the same magnitude. If future developments will affect 
all the companies in the, group similarly then the group is 
considered "homogenous" or if the companies in the group are 
affected dissimilarly then the group is considered as "het-
erogenous." The distilling industry must beconsidered as a 
heterogenous gro11p because their products are sold under 
highly advertised trade names and generally, one concern fre-
quently prospers to the detriment of the competitors, so 
that the competing companies do not improve or decline to-
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gether. Graham and Dodd warn that "As. a general rule, the 
less homogeneous the group the more attention must be pa i d 
to the qualitative factors in making comparisons ••.•••••• • •• 
preference may j;:>r operly be accorded •••••••••• to the com-
panies making the best quantitative showing •••••• but the an-
alyst and the investor should be fully aware the. t such sup-
4: .. 
eriority may prove evanescent." Because of this inherent 
danger the two :industrials will be considered as separate 
units and in some instances comparisons will be made to ~v-
erages as compiled from. the statistics of the major produ-
cers in the dist illing industry. 
~- 13, p6<r:Z.. 
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SCHENLEY INDUST.RIES 
Like the other large distillers Schenley has shown the 
major effects o.f the recent war upon the industry. Before 
the war the distillers were plagued with the after effects 
of a major depr•;:,ssion with a low level of earning power and 
relatively small sales volume. Thus in 1939 and 1940 
Schenley distributed no dividends to the holders of the com-
com stock, but as soon as the effects of the large indus-
trial boom due t o the war were difused through the economy, 
the beverage industry and particularly Schenley with its 
large inventory was able to capitalize on the increased con-
sumer spending particularly in the luxury goods. Dividends 
incr eased to 50lt per share on the common in 1941 and in 1942 
to $1.00 per share. I n 1943 the dividends were $2.00 per 
share and they have remained at that level up to the present. 
the earnings per share on the common have fluctuated but 
have been at least two or three times the dividends. The 
highest earning:3 per share was established in 1946 at the 
level of $13.64 per share common and the average earnings 
per share for the last four years has been about $8.40 per 
share. 
Sales have been maintained at almost the record 
levels establish ed during the war years and despite the slight 
recession in sa ·.es, earnings have remained at a high level. 
Schenley recorded sales at $ 504.223 million which was a 9.3% 
rise over the preceding year. r ·n analyzing sales, net in-
-
come and earnings per share, the following statistics show 
how the company has prospered in the last ten years. 
~* NET 
* 
NET EARN. 
YEAR SALES INCOME SHARE ($ ) ($ J ($T -
1950 504,223 36,915 8.47 
1949 4Gl,853 24,243 5.38 
194.8 4!59 ,784 29,524 6.56 
1947 547,563 26,845 5.96 
1946 643,867 49 ,130 10.91 
1945 5131,657 23,941 5.14 
1944 386,635 15,317 3 .22 
1943 2~~3,184 9,236 1.86 
1942 U)2 1 193 6,731 1.30 ' 
1941 l~n,992 7,478 1.46 
~, .. three c:Lphers mni tted (000) and adjusted for 5 
for 4 stock spllt in Aug. 1950. 
In 1946 Schenley showed the highest earnings in the history 
of the company and the net income amounted to 49.1 million 
dollars on a sal es volume $643.86 million. Compare with 
this the 1950 ea rnings and sales volume of 36.91 million 
and $504.22. In propor··t;ion the net income has decreased in 
four years by 26.5% while the net sales have decreased by 
only 21.8%. Thls would seem to show that the company has 
been following s. program in which costs have remained rigid 
as the sales volume changed. However, in addition to an in-
crease in sales due to :E'ear buying by retailers, Schenley 
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has instituted a. new program by which the company is current-
ly benefiting, since general and selling expenses are to be 
reduced by 10 m:l.llion dollars a year. The operating profit 
in 1950 was 68. ~i million as compared to $ 44.1 in 1949 and · 
$52.8 in 1948. As a percentage of sales the cost of goods 
sold was 76.5% whiCh was 3% less than 1949. The selling and 
general e.xpense .s were 10% of sales, about 1% less than the 
year before and the operating profit was 13.55% of sales or 
4% less than th•9 previous year. The net income was $29.336 
million or 5.82% of the sales. 
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The balance sheet of Schenley rndustries shows that 
the ratio of current assets to current liabilities was 5.63 
to 1 in 1950 and 7.37 to 1 in 1949. This downward trend in-
dicates the extE~nt to which Schenley has gs>ne in an effort 
to increase the inventory position of the company. Even in 
spite of the fa.(~t that the current rat~o has decreased in 
1950 Schenley still rnai:ntained a strong current position as 
was evidenced by the fact that in 1950 cash, u. s. securi-
ties, and Notes and Accounts receivable amounted to $124. 
million while the total of the current liabilities amounted 
to only $60.70 million. Inventories in 1950 were at the rec-
ord high ever a:r;il.S.ssed by the company, $217 .oo million as 
compared to $191.0 milllon in 1949 and $192.9 million in 
1948. The physlcal invc~ntory was determined by one of two 
methods; either from stl)cks and records of the u. s. Govern-
ment storekeeper-gauger ., or in the case of merchandise held 
by others for the company, it was compiled from stock rec-
ords, shipping documents etc. Whiskey was priced at either 
cost or the lowe'r of thH average of 9ost or market value. 
The net property account amounted to $56.664 mil-
lion and was 34~; depreclated at the average annual depre-
ciation rate of about 6.7%. The company uses the straight 
line depreciation method of which specific rates are esti-
mated by the management to write off gross book values of 
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the assets at the expiration of their useful life. This meth-
od is consist-ent with sound bookkeeping and is used not only 
by other companies in the distilling industry but by most 
other business concerns. 
rrhe long term debt on December 1, 1950 was $150-
000,000 and the maturities on this debt are well spread so 
that portions ~1y be either refinanced as has been the case 
or paid off. For every thousand dollars of funded debt there 
is more than tw:lce as much current ass.ets available and the 
fixed charges have been covered by earnings by at least an 
average of 10 t:lmes so that the fixed debt may be carried 
very handily. 
After a 5 for 4 split in August, 1950, there are 
4,358,226 share:3 outstanding at the par value of $1.40. 11he 
paid in capital surplus amounted to $ 6.45 million and the 
earned surplus amounted to $ 204.78 million dollars. Of the 
total capitalization of $ 338.0 million the long term debt a-
mounted to 37% and the common to 63%. It is interesting to 
notice at this time the relative position of book value to 
average market price. The following is the ten year range: 
YEAR ~:·B OOK VALUE AVERAGE PRICE RANGE 
1950 $ 49.07 $30 
1949 43.42 21 
1948 39.20 25 
1947 33.95 31 
YEAR ?:·BOOK VALUE 
' 
AVERAGE PRICE RANGE 
1946 ~~29 .60 ~:·adj. to $60 
1945 16.75 4,358,226 40 
1944 12.59 shares 14 
1943 8.72 8 
1942 8.49 4 .5 
1941 6.18 3.5 
At the current market price of' $36 the book value for 1950 
of $49.07 more than covers it. Indeed the book value has 
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been increasing and in most years has been more than the av-
erage market price. Figuring on the $2.00 dividend the 
yield at the cQrrent selling price is 5.57% and the market 
price is 4.2 t~nes the 1950 earnings of $8.47. 
SCHENLEY INDUSTRIES 
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET 1950- 1940 
(expressed in millions of dollars) 
ASSETS 
1950 1949 1948 
SASH 16. 3 23 . 50 51 . 64 
U. S. GOV. SEC 
. 10. 40. 00 1-'IA.RKETABLE SEC . 
. 19 . 20 . 18 
NOTES& ACCTS . REC . 98 . 45 39. 56 35 . 20 
INVENTORY 217 . 00 191. 93 1921.97 TOTAL CURRENT 342 . 17 295. 21 280. 00 
OTH~ INVEST~~NTS 1. 11 1 . 93 
PRPD . EX. & DFD . CHGS . 2. 93 3 . 4·2 3 e35 PROP. SlANT& EQUIP . 85 . 51 84. 34 81 . 37 
LESS DEP. RES . 30. 84 27 . 94 24. 95 
NET PROP. ACCT 56 . 66 56 . 38 56 . 42 GOOD\viLL '~ 1 . 00 . 10 . 26 
TOTAL 402 . 65 356 . 24 341 . 98 
LIABILITIES 
ACCTS . PAY 26 o61 5. 26 7 . 66 
ACCRUALS 5. 13 4. 54 4. 37 RES . FED . TAX 29. 05 15 . 97 18. 83 
OTHER CU£\RENT LIAB . 11 . 36 9. 32 
TOTAL CURRENT LIAB . 60. 79 40 . 00 42 . 82 UNSECURED NOTES PAY. 125 . 00 125. 00 125. 00 
lOyr . 4%s . f . debentures 
CONTINGENCIES 3 . 00 3 . 00 3. 00 
5t%cum prfd . stk . ~ lOOpar 
COMMON 5$par 
COMMON ~ 3 . 33 . 3par 
COMMON i 2. 50par 
COMMON 1. 75par 6. 30 6. 30 6. 30 
PAID IN CAP. SURPLUS 6. 45 6. 45 2. 84 
EARNED SURPLUS 204. 78 175 . 44 162 . 01 
SOURCE MOODY ' S INVEST~ffiNT SERVICE 
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1947 194·6 50. 29 ~5 . 36 
. 51 
. 18 
. 18 
47 . 43 49 . 79 166. 00 175 . 45 263 . 92 230. 85 1 . 41 1 . 46 2. 63 2. 27 7189 62 . 86 
\. 2J. . 88 20. 26 
'- 5D.OO ~. 42 . 60 
.31 1 . 27 
318. 31 278. 47 
rn;< . 
l 6. 36 16 . 58 ~ 3 . 61 4 . 52 
·.• 18. 85 54. 42 
10.78 10. 81 
41. 47 89 . 28 
125. 00 57 . 00 
3 . 00 3 . 00 
6. 30 
2. 84 3 . 02 
139. 69 119. 69 
... ...-
:)£··-.~. 
,·"...:. 
:" 
... , ... 
.. -'·t 
1945 1944 1943 1942 1941 1940 
5 . LJ-8 15 . 70 9. 41 1 . 75 2. 08 1 . 94 
20. 66 4 . 64 . 60 
. 15 . 15 . 15 . 15 . 15 . 15 
37 . 09 36 . 92 15o09 30. 66 23 . 88 15 . 48 
91 . 52 83 . 52 73 . 78 63 . 63 54. 62 48 . 77 
154 . ~2 140. 92 99o05 95 . 94 80. 85 66 . 35 
• 8 1 . 11 . 89 . 64 . 35 -37 
2. 03 2. 46 2. 49 1 . 71 -77 . 88 
47 . 12 39. 15 27 . 90 23 . 51 21 . 56 20. 27 
18. 38 13 . 75 7 . 98 5. 89 4. 79 3 . 84 
28 . 76 25 . 39 19. 91 17 . 61 16 . 76 16 . 4·3 
'\ 1 00 
. 43 :;p • 
187 . 04 175 . 4l!- 122 . 50 116 . 02 98 . 76 84 . 04 
7 . 98 7 . 11 4. 87 4. 19 3 . 53 2. 69 
1 . 32 2. 09 2. 37 2. 29 . ~4 . 45 
59. 04 59. 93 26 . 07 9. 18 2. 0 l- . 26 
3. 39 1 . 16 
75 - 91 77 . 23 37 . 16 17 . 90 9. 25 6. 61 
8 . 00 14. 74 24. 00 17 . 50 
11 . 40 11 . 40 13 . 80 
2. 00 4. 00 1 . 00 
14. 06 15. 06 15 . 58 16 . 21 16 . 79 17 . 05 
6. 30 6. 30 6. 30 6. 30 
6. 30 
6. 30 
3 . 08 3 . 13 6. 20 6 . 2~ 6. 21 
77 . 74 58 . 36- 4·6 . 71 40. 86 36o2 30. 36 
SCHEN~Y I~~USTRIES 
CONSOLIDATED INCOHE STATE!·:IENT 1950- 1940 
{expressed in millions of dollars~ 
1950 1949c 1948 
S..\LES 504. 22 461 . 85 459. 78 
COST GOODS SOLD 385 . 33 366 . 89 362 . 13 
GROSS PROFIT ON SALES 118 . 88 94. 85 97 . 65 
EXPENSES 50. 58 51 . 38 44. 83 
BA.D DEBTS . 20 
OPERATING PROFIT 68 . 30 1.!4 . 11 52 . 81 
OT!E.R INCOME 3 . 0 1. 57 1.38 
TOTAL 71 . 36 4·5. 69 54. 19 
HHEREST PAID 3 . 21 2. 40 
BAlANCE 40. 48 49. 64 
FEDERAL INCOl~ TAX 27 . 88 15 . 71 19. 64 
~"AT INCOHE TO SURLUS 29. 33 24. 24 29. 52 
EAR~EB SURPLUS BEGH'~ YEAR 172 . 00 162. 01 139. 69 
PREFERRED DIVIDEND 
C OlJu.lON DIVIDEND 7 - 57 7 . 20 7 . 20 
&\RNED SURPLUS END YEAR 181 . 00 175. 44 162 . 01 
SOlJRCE .L>'lOODY Is INVESTI•!ENT SERVICE 
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1947 I 1946 547 . 46 !547 . 46 430. 51 I 430. 51 117 . 05 I 14·9. 00 45 . 44 45 . 72 I~ 
71 . 60 104. 16 1.80 1 . 10 73 . 46 105. 34 
2. 45 
• 92 68 . 78 I 103 . 97 ! 
~·6 . 90 28. 20 Z6 . 84 49. 12 120. 04 77 . 74 
f c? ' 19 6. 19 ~ · ]! -9 . 69 120. 04 -~ h••" .. l'~ •. t~.'·~ 
,... 
1945 1944. 1943 1942 1941 1940 
561 . 65 386 . 63 223 . 18 152 . 19 121 . 19 50 . 47 
438 . 03 290. 39 169. 08 119. 21 95 . 39 38 . 35 
123 . 61 96 . 23 54. 09 32 . 98 26 . 60 12 . 12 
34. 20 26 . 20 19. 96 17 . 58 15 . 84 9. 07 
89. 40 70. 02 34. 11 15 . 30 10. 60 3. 03 
• 93 . 71 • 97 . 56 . 51 . 23 
90. 34 70. 82 35 . 19 15 . 91 11 . 14 3 . 43 
. 83 . 82 1. 00 1. 08 . 82 . 46 
. 88. 71 69 .. 50 34. 01 14. 63 10. 24 2. 78 
4. 01 3 . 84 3. 32 3. 29 2. 48 . 65 
23 . 94 15 . 31 9. 23 6. 73 7 . 47 2 ., 02 
58 . 36 46 . 71 40. 86 36 . 28 30 . 36 29 . 03 
. 77 8. 30 8 . 59 8. 91 9. 25 . 70 
3. 77 2. 83 2. 51 1 . 25 . 62 . oo 
77 . 74 58 . 36 46 . 71 40. 86 36 •. 28 30. 36 
DISTILLERS CORPORATION SEAGRAMS LDUTED 
Distillers Corporation Seagrams Limited has a 1 
record of modest but yearly dividends to the stockholders 
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is true with most large industrial companies the dividend 
have amounted to but a fraction of the earnings per share 
but striving to keep pace with the expanding economy the ma~ 
agement has found it necessary to plough back a substantial 
portion in order that the operating efficiency of the corpo-
ration may not be impaired. Modernization of plant and 
equipment and the perpetual stress on inventories have de-
manded that the earnings be employed in a productive capa 
city. However, now that the inventories have been restor 
to normal after the long drain of the war years it would 
seem inevitable that dependent on a continuance of a high 
level of sales with modest earnings, the stockholder may 
forward to increased dividends. Since 1947 when the divi 
dends per share dropped to $ .60~, the dividend rate 
increasing and in 1950 was double that of 1947 despite the 
fact that earnings per share were less by $ .09~. Based on 
an average selling price of $ 28 the yield in 1950 was about 
4.3. This is rather low considering that of the Big Four 
distillers, Hiram Walker's yield was 6%, National Distille 
7.14% and Schenley 5.39%. Although there is no direct cau 
sal relationship it is interesting to note that 
age of sales the income in 1949 for the Seagrams Corporati 
was 4.78% while the average for the other three of the Big 
Four was about 6.67%. The dividend rate in the fiscal year 
1950-1951 should show an increase over the previous years at 
least in proportion to the increased sales and earnings that 
are being es:tablished by the company. In the first six mon-
ths of the 50 - 51 fiscal year earnings per share have been 
reported at $3.<38 as compared to $2.59 in the 49-50 fiscal 
year; $226 in 413-49; $4.38 in 47-48 and $5.59 in 46-47. 
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Sales in the year 1950 were at the rate of $667 
million and showed a decrease from the figure of 1949 by 
8.2%. This was counter to the trend of the other major pro-
ducers who showed either equal sales volume or forged ahead 
slightly. In spite of the fact that sales dropped, the cost 
of the goods so1d decreased so that while in 1949 the goods 
sold as a percentage of sales amounted to Sa%, in 1950 the 
cost of goods sold a.s a percentage of sales was decreased to 
81;16 . Selling, s1.dministrative, and general expenses remained 
the same on 1950 as they were · in 1949 and with a lower sales 
volume, expressed as a percentage, it amounted to 8.2% of the 
sales. The operating profit increased 11% in 1950 mainly as 
a result of the reduced cost of the goods sold and was large-
ly responsible i~or the increased net income. 
Deprec:iation, depletion and amortization charges 
did not vary muc:h from the previous year, amounting to about 
3.5 million. The provisions for income tax increased to 29.7 
million thus reflecting the increased earnings enjoyed by the 
company in 1951. The net income available to surplus in 1950 
amounted to 41.80 million as compa~ed to 34.76 million of 
time 
the previous year. Common dividends reached an all/high 
in the companies history and were reported at 9.29 million 
dollars. 
In the analysis of the balance sheet one is quick 
to notice the strong financial position of the company as 
measured by the current ratio of 6.7 to 1. If further proof 
of this strength were needed, one can bring to mind the so-
called "acid test 11 of having at least current assets minus 
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inventories equal to current liabilities. Seagrams clearly 
shows its strong liquidity position by having a 118. million 
dollars of Cash, 1~rketable Securities and Notes and Accounts 
receivable compared to $50.2 in current liabilities or in the 
ratio of better than 2.1. Inventories of the Last three 
years stand at a record high for the company amounting to an 
average of $215 million dollars. This is four times the in-
ventory carried in the early war years and twice the inven-
tory reported attthe end of the hostilities. Following the 
conventional accounting practices the value of the inventory 
is determined at either the lower of cost or market value; 
while in the case of the costs of some of the whiskies and 
spirits it is determined by the ulast in first outn inven-
tory method. Of the total current assets, inventories thus 
comprised 70.92% while cash and securities comprised 11.50%. 
The net property account amounted to $32.3 mil-
lion and is 43.7% depreciated at the average annual depre-
ciation rate of 4%. Since 1941 trade marks and goodwill have 
been carried at the nominal value of ~~1. 
Consistent with the trend of the industry if carry-
ing larger inventories it is only natural to expect that 
bank loans and accounts payable wou~d increase to the extent 
that the company deemed it wise. Although the short term 
notes payable to banks remained the same in 1951 at 812,000, 
the notes and accounts payable shot up by 50% to the high of 
9.04 million dollars. The funded debt of' $94.04 million 
million 
consisted of $3.25/notes payable to banks; $90.08 million 
debentures of J·oseph E. Seagram and $0.7 million in provi-
sion for liabilities under contract with certain officers. 
The funded debt was $4 million less than in 1949. 
Since the issuance of $2 par common stock in 1946 
there has been outstanding 8,769,350 shares amounting to 
$17,538,700. There is a capital surplus of $1,886,204 and 
the earned surplus stands at a record high of $223,510,227. 
The percentage net income to net worth in 1950 was 16.8 
which compared to the three of the Big Four w~s better than 
average. 
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DISTILLERS CORPORATION SEAGRAMS LIMITED 
COl'TSOLIDATED INOOI~lE STATE14ENT L~0-1940 
(expressed in millions of dollars) 
1950 1949 1948 1947 \ 1946 1945 1911·4 1943 194~ 1941 1940 726. 94 738. 04 618 .-1:3" I 273 -56 202 . 89 123 . 85 103 . 23 SALES 667 . 92 477 . 47 400. 05 321 . 30 COST GOODS SOLD 540. 31 606 . 03 591 . 13 495. 22 381 . 89 317 . 76 263 . 89 215 . 25 152 . 58 100. 56 70. 56 
EXPENSES 57 . 52 57 . 83 52 . 23 46 . 09 37. 54 31 . 76 28 . 11 26 . 47 26 . 37 19. 86 19. 24 
:3AD DEBTS .. ~ . 02 .24 o15 
. 19 . 06 . 44 . 15 · 73 . 20 . 33 
OPERATING PROFIT 70 . 08 63 . 05 94. 42 75 . 75 57 . 84 50. 44 28 . 77 31 . 22 28 . 19 13 . 59 13 . 07 OTHER INC 01v1E • 94 . 79 . 73 . 63 ~" . 84 . 41 1. 16 
-59 . 32 . 28 . 66 TOTAL 71 . 04 63 . 86 95.16 73 -39 58 . 68 50. 86 29. 95 32 . 42 28. 51 13 . 88 13 . 74 
I NTEREST :PAID 2. 67 2. 79 2. 50 1. 60 1 . 94 1 . 02 • 98 · 55 . 50 . 49. • 2L1 LOSS CAPITAL ASSETS . 13 2. 63 2. 50 • 27 
. 40 . 11 . 12 • 93 . 76 . 13 . 40 
BAIANOE 65 . 54 59. 14 92 . 42 74. 52 52 . 42 49. 24 28 . 84 31 . 77 27 . 87 13 . 20 12 . 98 I PROVISION U. S . T~~S 29. 76 20. 39 34. 42 27 . 86 I 12 . 90 1. 31 4. 82 4. 63 6. 26 2. 69 
PROVISION CAN . TAXES 3 . 38 2. 93 1 . 99 7 . ~0 1. 38 . 82 . 70 . 79 NET INCOME TO SURBLUS 41 . 80 34. 76 54. 73 43 . li :: 24 . 53 13 . 0 11. 43 10. 03 10. 89 8. 11 9. 18 
EARNED SURPLUS FIRST YEAR 190. 99 164. 12 109. 64 66 . 6~ 46 . 93 37 . 83 36 . 14 31 . 53 37 . 14 33 . 52 28 . 66 
PREFEPRED DIVIDEND ~ :so 
. 62 . 64 . 69 . 77 . 81 . 79 . 81 C Ol~il..:ION DIVIDEND 9. 29 7 . 89 5. 26 5. 2.6 3 . 51 3. 50 3 . 50 3 . 50 3 . 50 3. 50 3 . 40 EARNED ST.JRPLUS El\'D YEAR 232 . 80 190. 99 164 .• 12 109. 64 66 . 68 46 . 94 37 . 83 36 . 14 31 . 53 37 . 14 33 -52 
SOURCE IVIOODY ' S Il'J"VEST~IENT SERVICE 
DISTILLERS CORPORATION SEAGRAMS LIMITED 
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET 1950-1939 
(expressed in millions dollars) 
ASSETS 
1950 1949 1948 
CASH 16. 19 25 . 50 39. 51 MARK. SEC . 43 . 43 
NOTES ,AND ACCTS aEc . 58 . 55 54. 69 53 . 35 INVENTORIES 217 . 22 220. 70 208. 83 TOTAL CURRENT 335. 40 311. 21 301. 01 
INVESTM & ADV . • 99 4. 06 3. 38 POSTWAR TA.X REFUND 4. 31 5. 06 5. 11 STANDINDING TIMBER 
. 56 • 97 2. 56 PLANT & EQUIP. 59. 22 57 . 30 54. 20 LESS DEPR. 26 . 84 25 . 09 23 . 29 NET PROP. ACCT. 32 . 37 32 . 20 30. 90 GOODWILL 
DEFD CHRGS. 3 . 19 3. 44 3. 23 TOTAL 356. 95 346". 21 
387. 27 
LIABILITIES 
NOTES PAnBLE BANKS . 81 . 81 . 81 NOTES & ACCTS PAY. 9. 04 6. 34 8. 25 CURRENT ·FUNDED DEBT 
. 65 . 35 . 29 OTHER CURRENT LIAB . 4. 41 3. 98 PROVISmON FOR TAXES 39. 78 35 . 81 49. 99 DIV. PAYABLE 
TOTAL CURRENT 50. 29 47 . 75 66. 07 
FUNDED DEBT 94. 04 98. 06 95 . 87 RES . INV. LOSS 
RES . INS. OFFICERS 
. 71 . 71 . 72 RES . CONT. 
5%CUM PRD. !100 par 
COMMON STOC $2. OOpar 17. 53 17. 53 17. 53 C OMNON STOCK no par 
CAPITAL SURPLUS 1. 88 1. 88 1. 88 EARNED SURPLUS 223 . 50 190. 99 164. 12 TOTAL 387. 29 356. 95 346. 21 
\","' 
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1947 
33. 23 
48 . 39 I 
140. 23 
222 . 13 
I 3. 21 I 
4'. 97 I 4. 41 
50. 30 I 
21 . 49 I 28. 80 
3o03 1: I 266. 68 'I II 
?& . 81 li: l-;6. 15 II 
6. 02 
I, 
39'. 10 
52 . 10 
79. 68 l 3. 00 
. 72 
2. 00 
17. 53 I 
,I 
I 
1. 88 
109. 64 
266. 56 
~ 
• 
1946 ~ 
22 . 10 
40. 59 
101 . 80 
164. 50 
2. 44 
1. 11 
5. 79 
45 . 41 
19. 81 
25 . 59 
1. 91 
201 . 37 
4. 54 
4 . 03 
32 . 56 
. 15 
41 . 29 
50'. 00 
3 . 00 
7. 20 
2. 00 
12 . 18 
17 . 53 
7 . 95 
66 . 68 
201 . 37 
/' 
1945 1944 1943 1942 1941 1940 
30. 41 11 . 60 9.28 6. 13 3 · 93 3o73 
1. 52 
14. 40 28. 60 16. 43 26. 64 23 . 88 18. 72 
81 . 49 77 . 37 65 . 19 57 -70 50. 11 41. 37 
162 . 20 117. 81 91 . 22 92 . 19 80. 40 64. 25 
2'. 23 • 96 . 48 . 29 . 26 . 11 
. 74 1. 41 . 27 
41 . 29 40. 69 32 . 74 29. 86 24. 32 20. 78 
17. 69 15 . 56 13 . 39 11. 75 7 . 79 6. 60 
23 . 60 25 .,12 19. 34 18. 10 16. 52 14. 18 
1. 97 1 . 09 1. 59 1 . 28 . 85 . 74 
190. 87 147. 32 112. 29 112 . 37 109. 77 91 . 04 
29·. oo 7 . 75 15. 50 7. 00 
3 . 90 3 . 84 3 . 64 2. 73 3 . 65 2. 44 
5· 37 3. 46 2. 26 2. 07 . 83 . 72 
41 . 17 29. 75 24. 11 20 • .85 6. 62 5· 73 
.16 . 16 
50. 26 66. 23 30. 03 33 . 62 28 . 80 16. 11 
5o·. oo 
3 . 00 3 . 00 3. 00 
2. 64 2. 48 2. 00 2. 00 1.00 
12. 79 13 . 32 15'. 14 16. 45 15 . 79 16 . 03 
19. 42 19'. 42 19. 14 19. 42 19. 40 19. 40 
5. 45 4 . 92 3 . 10 1. 80 1. 20 • 97 
49 . 93 37 . 83 36 . 14 31 . 53 33 · 52 28. 36 
190. 87 147 . 22 112 . 29 91 . 04 77. 44 76 . 53 
CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY 
In attempting a company analysis one must reali 
that there are other significant facts to be considered 
sides the wealth of information published by the s.E.C. 
the statistical agencies. I n fact to attempt a company 
alysis without an accompanying market analysis would be al-
most foolhardy because the stock market is the complex re-
sultant of the statistical and the emotional or the psycho-
logical.- .That is to say that not only are the strong cur 
financial positions of the companies important but it is 
so important to try to assess their relationship in the 
light of world conditions and the possible future trend 
the nations and the world's economy. We are in the midst 
of two great ponderables. One is of a global nature; the 
future of a free economy in the shadow of the great Russi 
bear. If our free . ·ecomomy were to cease to exist and were 
to be dominated by a foreign power of what value would be 
ownership in American enterprise? What would be the fu-
ture of the stock market? The answer is too clearly seen. 
And if the present cold war were to turn into a period of 
attrition again the value of American enterprise would de-
pend on the successful completion of all-out war. War with 
its many dislocations w~uld treat many industries different 
ly; some would be favored and would prosperj Others would 
not be as fortunate. 
The other ponderable is the future direction of 
,y 
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the u. s. economy. Following the 9resent inflationary per-
iod with its high production levels and high fixed costs, 
the threat of recession is present. If the principle of 
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the unbalanced budget were to lose favor and t he u. s. were 
to cease to give the taxpayers money away would the economy 
continue at the present high level of activity. The chances 
are that the taxpayer forsaking almost 25% of his income for 
taxes, his purchasing power may not be able to take all the 
goods and services from the market and industry being faced 
with high brake even points and rigid costs will find its 
profits vanishing. This may not be the case but it is in the 
realm of possib ility and must be considered. 
Because of the present situation the stocks of the 
distilling industry may be a good hedge against war and fu-
ture inflation. Since the stock in trade of the industry are 
t he inventories of aged whiskies, in times of inflation these 
~iskies would have been produced at lower costs and would 
increase in value as the inflation proceeded. In case of 
war it is almost a certainty that production of beverage 
spirits would cease and that the distillers would b e forced 
to live off inventories. Scarcity is the best incentive to 
good business and the distilling industry would be in the 
favorable position, since scarcities in all durable goods will 
result in more of the pmrchasing power being directed to the 
luxury items of which whiskey is one. I t is thus possible 
that earnings rtvaling the 1946 high will be the result.Des-
pite the fact that inventories are at -t h e record high and 
are t hreatening t he stability of the price the factors of 
government buying for defense purposes and the threatening 
poor grain crop must be considered • . Thus as a speculative 
buy the distilling shares have important poss i bilities. 
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